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Abstract— This paper presents a new heuristic solution to
the traveling salesman problem (TSP). Inspired by an existing
technique that employs the task swap mechanism to solve
the multi-agent task allocation, we exploit the adaptive k-
swap based searching process and take into account the newly
introduced subtour constraint, and propose a new variant of k-
opt method for incrementally improving suboptimal but feasible
TSP tours. Different from existing k-opt methods, a unique
feature of the proposed method is that the parameter k is
adjusted adaptively as the tour improvement proceeds. We show
that by combining with existing TSP approximation techniques,
the hybrid approaches can further improve the solution quality
with negligible extra running time.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is one of the
most widely studied problems in the operations research
and the theoretical computer science research domains [3],
[12]. Informally, the TSP can be described as that, given a
collection of cities and the distances between the cities, what
is the shortest possible route of visiting each city exactly
once and returning to the origin city. The TSP is known as
an NP-hard problem [1].

Numerous heuristic approaches have been proposed to
compute near-optimal solutions within polynomial time. In
general, existing approximation methodologies can be clas-
sified into a few categories including the tour construction
based, the tour improvement based, the ant colony optimiza-
tion based [6], and the Held-Karp lower bound based [10],
etc. Particularly, a large set of efficient methods fall into the
class of the tour improvement framework, including, e.g.,
the Lin-Kernighan algorithm [14], 2-opt and 3-opt schemes,
tabu search approaches, as well as simulated annealing and
Genetic Algorithm based methods. An overview of applica-
tions, formulations, and solution approaches are surveyed by
Applegate et al. [1].

Our proposed approach utilizes an adaptive k-opt mech-
anism, and thus also belongs to the tour improvement cat-
egory. We will show that the TSP could be solved by the
opportunistic task exchange strategies originally developed
for the optimal assignment problem. Consequently, we focus
on reviewing those works related to the tour improvement
techniques as well as the optimal assignment formulations.

A. Tour Improvement Methods

The tour improvement framework includes a set of op-
erations that can be used to convert one tour to another.
Formally, the tour improvement algorithm tries to reduce
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the cost of an initial suboptimal tour repeatedly until there
is no improvement can be made. Particularly, the k-opt
algorithm is the most popular heuristic method for the
TSP [7], where k means the number of edge exchanges/re-
permutation within certain neighborhoods. However, existing
k-opt approaches are not adaptive, and the number k is either
fixed or sequentially probed following certain probing order.

In practice, the most widely used tour improvement algo-
rithms are probably the 2-opt [5] and the 3-opt [13]. (k is
fixed to be 2 and 3, respectively.) The 2-opt or 3-opt methods
are advantageous in that, the implementation is relatively
easy and the methods can be terminated at any point (anytime
algorithms). For example, the 2-opt algorithm is simply an
iterative approach where in each iteration it strategically
replaces two old edges with two new ones, so that all edges
still form a tour (the total number of edges remains the
same) and the operation decreases the tour cost. The 3-opt
method is quite similar to the 2-opt, with the only difference
that there are 3 edges needed to be appropriately replaced
in each iteration and the number of 3-edge combinations
is larger than that of the 2-opt. There are also 4-opt, 5-
opt, etc. However, the complexity of manipulating the edge
replacements increases exponentially as the number k grows,
thus in practice it is very rare to see implementations of 4-opt
and those opts with k greater than 4.

Different from existing works, we propose a method that
computes k adaptively, and show in experiments that the
actual k varies in different stages and can be a very large
number that it is impossible to be realized by the existing
fixed or probe-based k-opt frameworks. (One may regard our
framework as an adaptive version of the k-opt mechanism.)

B. Optimal Task Assignment

To date, the best-known optimal assignment method is
Kuhn’s O(n3) Hungarian algorithm developed by operations
researchers [11]. This is a dual-based algorithm because the
variables in the dual program are maintained as feasible
during each iteration while a primal solution is sought.
(Formal definitions of primal and dual appear in Sect. II-A.)
After the Hungarian method, lots of assignment algorithms
have been developed [4], most of which are dual-based
methods. Note, usually the dual-based methods cannot be
converted to anytime algorithms.

The task assignment/allocation problem has also been well
investigated in the multi-agent and multi-robot communities.
However, few papers talk about the use of primal approaches.
The primal assignment algorithm proposed by Balinski-
Gomory [2] is a little known method but has been recently
revealed to possess many advantages [15]. Particularly, the



process of updating primal variables is analogous to the op-
eration of swapping tasks. Such a mechanism also consists of
an adaptive feature. Specifically, extended from the concept
of k-swap [17] where k usually is a pre-specified number,
the adaptive version of k-swap shows that the parameter k
(i.e., the number of agents involved in the task swaps) can
be adaptively determined on the fly based on the input task
assignment configuration/solution [15].

In this paper, we exploit and modify the adaptive k-
swap mechanism which is originally designed for multi-agent
task allocation, and transform it to a TSP tour improvement
heuristic by taking into account the newly introduced tour
constraints. We show that by combining with existing TSP
heuristics, the hybrid approaches can further improve the
solution quality.

II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND

A. Primal-Based Optimal Assignment

An assignment A = 〈R, T 〉 consists of a set of agents
(robots) R and a set of tasks T . We assume that |R| =
|T | = n, i.e., the number of agents equals to the number of
tasks. The cost matrix is defined as C = (cij)n×n, where
cij represents the cost of having agent i perform task j.
The objective is to find an optimal assignment permutation
ψ : {i} → {j} which is also a one-to-one mapping, such
that each agent i is assigned to a unique task j and the cost
is minimized.

This type of assignment problem can be formulated with
an equivalent pair of linear programs.

Definition 2.1: The primal program is to minimize the
overall cost:

minimize
∑
i,j

cijxij ,

subject to
∑
j

xij = 1, ∀i,∑
i

xij = 1, ∀j,

xij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀(i, j)

(1)

Definition 2.2: There are corresponding dual vectors u =
{ui} and v = {vj}, with which the dual program can be
expressed:

maximize
∑
i

ui +
∑
j

vj ,

subject to ui + vj ≤ cij , ∀(i, j).
(2)

The dual program solves the problem from a comple-
mentary perspective: the sum of each pair (ui, vj) can be
interpreted as the collective profit that the agent-task pair
(i, j) gains, thus the objective of the program is to maximize
the overall profit.

Definition 2.3: Reduced costs are defined as

c̄ij = cij − ui − vj , ∀(i, j). (3)

For a maximization dual as shown in Program (2), an
assignment pair (i, j) is feasible only when c̄ij ≥ 0 according
to the constraint.

(a) (b)
Fig. 1. (a) An undirected graph used for searching TSP tour. The edge
weights are distances; (b) Corresponding symmetric cost (adjacency) matrix.

Definition 2.4: The complementary slackness condition is

xij(cij − ui − vj) = xij c̄ij = 0, ∀(i, j). (4)

which shows the connection between primal variables xij
and reduced costs c̄ij . From this equation, we could also con-
clude that if task j is allocated to agent i, the corresponding
reduced cost c̄ij should be 0.

The duality theorems have proved that a pair of feasible
primal and dual solutions are optimal if the complementary
slackness condition is satisfied [16].

B. Traveling Salesman Problem

There are prior works that formulate the TSP problem in
the fashion of the assignment problem [3]. Formally, given
a graph G = (V,E) where V , E are the sets of verticies
(cities) and edges, respectively, and a cost matrix C = (cij)
where cij is the edge weight representing the cost of going
from city i to city j (i, j = 1, ..., n), the objective is to find
a permutation (i1, i2, i3, . . . , in) of the integers from 1
through n that minimizes the cost:

minimize
∑
i,j

cijxij ,

subject to
∑
j

xij = 1, ∀i,∑
i

xij = 1, ∀j,

xij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀(i, j)∑
i,j∈S

xij ≤ |S| − 1,

S ⊂ V, 2 ≤ |S| ≤ n− 2,

i, j = 1, ..., n, i 6= j

(5)

The first and second constraints ensure that each vertex is
only entered once and left once. If there is such a subtour
transiting a subset of vertices S ⊂ V , it must have |S|
edges and |S| vertices. The remaining constraints prohibit
the existence of subtours. More detailed explanations of the
above formulation can be found in [12].

Definition 2.5: A tour-feasible solution means that the
tour transits all cities and passes through each city only once,
but not necessarily with the shortest path length.

III. TSP TOUR IMPROVEMENT VIA TASK SWAPPING
MECHANISM

A. Modeling TSP with One-to-One Task Allocation

We use a miniature problem to present the basic idea.
Fig. 1(a) shows a graph with four vertices a, b, c, d, and
the edge length represents the Euclidean distance between



two vertices. Fig. 1(b) is the corresponding symmetric cost
matrix which is also called the adjacency matrix.∗

Fig. 2 shows the flow of transforming a TSP into a
multi-agent task allocation problem. Initially, a tour-feasible
solution to the TSP is a (random) path a → d → b → c
→ a. One trick here is to regard each starting vertex as an
agent and each ending vertex as a task, e.g., the edge a→ d
can be regarded as an agent-task pair (Ra, Td). Therefore,
the tour in Fig. 2(a) can be denoted as four task allocation
pairs: (Ra, Td), (Rd, Tb), (Rb, Tc), and (Rc, Ta). Fig. 2(a)
and Fig. 2(b) depict such a mapping relationship between the
TSP tour and the corresponding assignment solution (starred
entries).

An interesting property lies in that, the improvement of
a TSP tour can be reflected from the improvement of the
mapped task allocation. More specifically, Fig. 2(c) and 2(d)
show the improved tour and assignment solution, respec-
tively, from which we can clearly see that both the tour and
assignment are improved (with a cost reduction 21−20 = 1).
Intuitively, the process can be visualized in Fig. 2(e)–2(g).
This implies that, we can use the task allocation improvement
method to ameliorate the TSP solution.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)
Fig. 2. Illustration of TSP tour improvement and mutli-agent task swapping.
(a) Initial TSP solution; (b) Initial task allocation solution (stared entries)
in the assignment cost matrix; (c) Updated TSP solution; (d) Updated task
allocation; (e)–(g) Visualization of task swapping among four agents.

B. Tour Improvement via Anytime Task Swapping

In essence, our TSP tour improvement framework is built
on the recently proposed task-swap based optimal assignment
method [15], which is essentially a primal-based algorithm
with many unique properties. For instance, the algorithm
always maintains a feasible and non-deteriorating solution,
allowing the iterations to terminate at any moment; the task
swap operations are local and opportunistic, which can be

∗Our method also applies to asymmetric cost matrix, as the input matrix
for task allocation is usually asymmetric.

computed in a distributed or parallel manner; the method can
start from any random solution and thus can be conveniently
hybridized with other anytime approximation techniques.

Fig. 3 shows an example of task swapping on a cost matrix
constructed from four agents (row indices) and four tasks
(column indices). In Fig. 3, the initial assignment solution
is denoted by those entries in orange color. To transfer from
the initial assignment to an improved solution, a swap loop
(red directional arrows) involving three agents (and tasks)
are executed. The green entries denote the updated/improved
assigned solution.

Fig. 3. Illustration of swap loop. With a 3-swap, the overall cost is reduced
by (6+7+5)-(8+5+4)=1. The orange and green entries denote the old and new
assignment, respectively. The transformation method is illustrated in Fig. 5.

In fact, the adaptive k-swap task allocation utilizes |R|
(number of agents) iterations of the swap loop searching
procedure in order to successively supersede old assignment
results and eventually converge to the optimal solution [15].
The adaptive k-swap method is summarized in Alg. III.1.
Specifically, In each iteration, the algorithm starts from the
entry with the smallest negative reduced cost, and calls
the function LoopSearching which is expanded in a fashion
of breadth-first-search (BFS) tree. If the searching meets a
dead end (i.e., reaching a leaf node that cannot be further
expanded), the process DualUpdate is triggered such that
more leaf nodes are introduced and the search can continue.
The algorithm terminates if no more infeasible entry is left,
which indicates the optimal solution, as proved in Sect. II-A.

However, in order to utilize the adaptive k-swap idea to
refine the TSP tour, changes have to be made. The main
challenge lies in the constraint of tour feasibility, as specified
in Eq. (5). Specifically, any subtour in TSP is not allowed,
whereas the k-swap method is very likely to generate a series
of subtours, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Thus during the procedure
of searching swap loops, additional steps must be taken to
check the tour feasibility (no subtour is potentially being
formed). If the detected swap loop is not tour-feasible, we
backtrack to the most recently traversed 0-valued reduced
cost entries and the search continues.

In greater detail, our tour improvement method includes
two critical procedures:

1) Tour-Feasible Swap Loop Searching: Extended from
the swap loop searching framework, we develop a TSP tour
searching mechanism that integrates the subtour constraints
during the searching process, such that when a modified
version of “swap loop” is found, the corresponding improved
TSP tour can be conveniently obtained.

Specifically, the swap loop searching is accomplished by
expanding a BFS tree as is shown in Fig. 4. The tree grows
from a root located at the entry with the smallest negative



Algorithm III.1 Outline of adaptive k-swap
1: Given an initial feasible solution.
2: while ! finishAll do
3: next entry = NextStartEntry()
4: if next entry is null then
5: finishAll is true
6: break
7: LoopSearching(next entry)
8: SwapTasks()
9: if the cost is reduced then

10: update the result
11: break

Note: NextStartEntry() is a function to get the minimal reduced cost entry.
SwapTasks() is a function that supersede the old assignment with a new solution

following the swap loop.

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4. (a) Demonstration of swap loop searching. The triangle entry is the
start point of the searching. Entries with xij = 0 (grey) and c̄ij = 0 are
added alternatively along the expansion. (b) Illustration of dual adjustment.
New entries with c̄ij = 0 (yellow) are forced to appear. The red lines
represent the paths found after dual adjustments. (c) The corresponding
BFS tree structure in a different view.

reduced cost, and successively add branches by bridging
those assigned entries (xij = 1) and those entries with
c̄ij = 0, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Note that, the complementary
slackness condition in Eq. (4) states that if an agent-task pair
(i, j) is assigned, the corresponding reduced cost c̄ij must be
equal to 0. But in each row, there might be multiple entries
satisfying the condition of c̄ij=0 and consequently multiple
new nodes are simultaneously introduced as new tree nodes
(i.e., multiple branches).

To search for a swap loop that can improve a TSP tour,
tour-feasibility checking is needed. Very different from the
criterion used for the task allocation problem, which aims
at finding a swap loop with the maximum cost reduction,
the loop searching here aims at finding the first swap loop
that is feasible for tour improvement. This is because many
swap loops are feasible for task allocation, but infeasible for
tour improvement, thus the elimination of subtours becomes
a criterion of higher priority. In implementation, when a leaf
node is added on the BFS tree, we immediately (1) track
and check if the expansion leads to a feasible task allocation
swap loop and, (2) check if the obtained swap loop contains
subtours after transforming to the TSP. The most recently
added nodes that are infeasible for tour improvements are
disregarded and thus their corresponding subtrees are pruned.

As the algorithm proceeds, those infeasible/negative c̄ij
are successively turned into feasible ones with some non-
negative values, indicating monotonously improving solu-
tions. The main steps are pseudo-coded in Alg. III.2.

2) Dual Adjustment: While searching TSP tours in the
reduced cost matrix, the BFS expanding process might
encounter dead ends, meaning that we cannot find any new
leaf node with c̄ij = 0 to add. In such a case, we adjust the

Algorithm III.2 LoopSearching (start)
1: tree root = start, queue bfs
2: push tree root into bfs
3: while bfs not empty and !found status do
4: cur tree node=bfs.front(), bfs.pop()
5: if cur tree node is assigned then
6: cur tree node.row is exploited
7: for i := 0 to col size-1 do
8: if c̄ is zero then
9: new node.col=i

10: new node.row= cur tree root.row
11: cur tree node is the parent of new node
12: push new node into queue bfs
13: else
14: for i := 0 to row size-1 do
15: if entry is assigned then
16: new node.row=i
17: new node.col=cur tree root.col
18: cur tree node is the parent of new node
19: if i = tree root.row then
20: /*check whether the swap loop is tour-feasible*/
21: now=0,count=0
22: while TRUE do
23: next=assignment[now], now=next
24: count++
25: if now=0 and count=row size then
26: fount status is true
27: cur tree node.col is exploited
28: break
29: if count > row size then
30: break
31: else
32: push new node into queue
33: cur tree node.col is exploited
34: if bfs is empty and !found status then
35: DualUpdate(bfs,start)
36: tree root = start

start is the entry cell that has the minimal negative reduced cost.
assignment is a vector to store the index of next node

dual variables through Alg. III.3 to force new entries with
0-valued reduced cost to exist, without changing the nature
of the problem. Briefly, the dual adjustment adds (subtracts)
a common value to all entries in the rows (columns) that the
BFS tree traversed. This operation does not change the prob-
lem nature because simultaneously adding a common value
to entries in the same row or column will not change the
task allocation problem/configuration, but such an operation
affects the feasibility of dual variables (and thus the reduced
cost). For example, the Red lines in Fig. 4(b) depict the effect
of dual adjustments.
C. An Example

We use the example of Fig. 2 to describe the algorithmic
flow. Figs. 5(a)– 5(h) show steps for searching for a swap
loop that can improve the TSP tour.

Fig. 5(a) is the reduced cost matrix transformed from the
original cost matrix in Fig. 2(b). (This can be done following
Eq. (3), and we initialize ui to be 0 and vj to be the reduced
cost of the assigned entry in the jth column.) Entries with
stars represent the current assignment, which corresponds to
a feasible tour, as revealed in Fig. 2(a). In Fig. 5(b), the
algorithm starts to construct a BFS tree from the minimal



(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 5. Algorithmic flow of tour-feasible swap loop searching. Star entries are currently assigned, and the triangle entry is the root of the BFS tree.

Algorithm III.3 DualUpdate(start cell,bfs)
1: for i := 0 to row size-1 do
2: if i is exploited then
3: for j := 0 to col size-1 do
4: if j is not exploited then
5: find the minimal positive reduced cost c̄min

6: if c̄min exists then
7: ε = c̄min

8: else
9: ε = - c̄start cell

10: update the start cell
11: if c̄start cell ≥ 0 then
12: return 0, LoopSearching ends
13: if start cell.row is exploited then
14: check whether the swap loop is tour-feasible
15: if swap loop is not feasible then
16: push start cell into bfs
17: push other feasible entries whose reduced costs equal to zero

into bfs

negative reduced cost entry (Ra, Tc). After bridging to the
next assigned/starred entry (with xij = 1) in the column-
wise, the tree shifts to branch in the row-wise and the goal
is to find entries with c̄ij = 0. However, such an entry does
not exist in the row of Rb. The operation of dual adjustment
is then required to break the tie, and we get an adjusted
reduced cost matrix as shown in Fig. 5(c), in which a new
entry (Rb, Ta) with 0-valued reduced cost appears. Note here
the dual adjustment also causes the start entry (Ra, Tc) to
become feasible, meaning that any swap loop found on this
tree will not improve the solution. So we terminate this BFS
tree and start a new tree from a new infeasible entry (Rb, Td)
shown in Fig. 5(d).

Following the above described procedure, we find a swap
loop (Rb, Td) → (Ra, Td) → (Ra, Tc) → (Rb, Tc) →
(Rb, Td) shown in Fig. 5(e). Unfortunately, this swap loop
is tour-infeasible because it would lead to two subtours
{a, c} and {b, d}. So the entry (Ra, Tc) is ignored and a
dual adjustment is performed again, after which we arrive
at (Rd, Tb), as shown in Fig. 5(f). With one more time
dual adjustment, a tour-feasible swap loop is found. See
Fig. 5(g). The assignment is updated accordingly, and from
Fig. 5(h) we can see the final assignment solution is (Ra, Tb),

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 6. Illustration of subtour problem. (a) The ideal update to TSP; (b) The
swap loops in reduced-cost matrix, black stars represent the initial assigned
entries, red stars represent the expected assigned entries; swap loops are
connected by blue directed lines; (c) Subtours in TSP after the first task-
swapping

(Rb, Td), (Rc, Ta), (Rd, Tc). By transforming this task al-
location solution back to the TSP, we therefore obtain an
improved tour a→ b→ d→ c→ a, as depicted in Fig. 2(c).

IV. ANALYSIS

A. Time Complexity

The time complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(N ·
n3), where N is the number of stages that depends on
the stop criteria. For each stage/iteration as described in
Alg. III.2, the BFS tree expansion requires O(n2) and the
dual adjustment costs O(n2). The number of iterations for
the out-most while loop of Alg. III.2 is around O(n).
Therefore, the time complexity for searching for a tour-
feasible swap loop is O(n3), and the overall cost is O(N ·n3).

For purposes of comparison, the 2-opt algorithm has a
time complexity of O(N ·n2) time, and the 3-opt algorithm
needs about O(N ·n3) [9]. Thus, the time complexity of the
proposed method is at the same level of the 3-opt algorithm.
B. Discussions

Our main contribution lies in the introduction of a new
framework that exploits the primal-based optimal task as-



signment methodology to improve the TSP tour. Particularly,
comparing with other heuristics such as the 2-opt, 3-opt and
the probing k-opt algorithms, our algorithm works in the
manner of an adaptive k-opt algorithm where k is optimized
by the problem configuration.

Although the proposed approach generally works well, it
still cannot reach state-of-the-art performance, and improving
convergence will require further research. The main reason
lies in that our current tour-feasible swap loop searching
framework is still in a way analogous to the “greedy”
search, and the searching algorithm evaluates and detects
tours with only the immediate condition (local view), not
any subsequent or future steps (larger view). In other words,
separate tour-infeasible swap loops might be integrated into a
big tour-feasible one, however, the current strategy removes
any tour-infeasible swap loop that it detected, and thus some
potential good solutions will never be reached.

This problem is explained in Fig. 6. The ideal tour
improvement is shown in Fig. 6(a). In order to achieve such
a transformation, two successive swap loops are required,
i.e., 1.(c, d) to (c, f) and (e, f) to (e, d); 2.(f, a) to (f, e)
and (d, e) to (d, a). The two swap loops can be visualized
in the reduced cost matrix in Fig. 6(b). However, after the
first swap loop is found, and if the solution is updated, the
newly allocated agent-task pairs will become (a, b), (b, c),
(c, f), (d, e), (e, d) and (f, a). Transform them back to the
TSP tour, we obtain two subtours: a→ b→ c→ f → a and
e→ f → e, as shown in Fig. 6(c). This solution is obviously
infeasible, and it is discarded by our current searching
process. Consequently, the desired tour improvement solution
in Fig. 6(a) cannot be reached.

We found that, a hybrid approach integrating existing any-
time methods, e.g., the 2-opt and/or the 3-opt, can produce
solutions better than the result from any single method.
Evaluation statistics are presented in the following section.

V. EVALUATIONS

We implemented the proposed tour improvement algo-
rithm, the 2-opt algorithm, the 3-opt algorithm, as well as the
hybrid versions in C++. All experiments were performed on
a system with an Intel i5 2.2GHz processor and 4GB RAM.

In our experiments, nodes representing cities are randomly
generated on a 2000 × 2000 space, and the cost matrix is
constructed using the Euclidean distance as cost metrics. A
feasible TSP tour is also initialized by randomly connecting
to the available nodes.

As we have pointed out earlier, the proposed method is an
adaptive method where the “number of opt” k is optimized
and determined by the algorithm on the fly. This is very
different from the state-of-the-art k-opt method in which k
is probed sequentially. Fig. 7 shows a set of results where
k is adjusted adaptively as the computation proceeds. We
can observe that, k on average is greater than 5. (In the
example with 300 nodes in Fig. 7(b), k can be as large as
40.) The figures also reveal that larger k’s tend to appear at
early stages, and in general k is decreasing as the algorithmic
stage evolves.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. The number of opt k is adjusted adaptively as the computation
proceeds. (a) 100 nodes; (2) 300 nodes.

(a) (b)
Fig. 8. Practical running time: (a) Time for the 2-opt algorithm, 3-opt al-
gorithm, our algorithm, and a hybrid method, respectively. Evaluations start
with same initial conditions; (b) Comparison between the 2-opt algorithm
and the hybrid version integrating of our method and the 2-opt algorithm.

We then evaluated the practical running time and the
solution quality (cost of the TSP tour). Since in practice the
2-opt and 3-opt are the most widely used methods, we thus
compare our method with these two algorithms.

Fig. 8 shows statistics for the running time performance.
From the figure, we can see that, if the 2-opt and 3-
opt are used as independent methods, the running time is
smaller than the proposed approach, and particularly the
2-opt is the fastest. This makes sense because a smaller
k indicates a more locally confined searching space, and
thus requires a smaller computational effort to complete. We
are also interested in hybridizing different methods, in the
way analogous to the sequential probing techniques used in
existing works [7]. For instance, by integrating the 2-opt with
our method, from Fig. 8(b) we observe that the practical
running time is decreased significantly comparing with our
method alone, and the time is reduced to the level of the
2-opt method.

We also evaluated the solution quality. Fig. 9 shows that,
the convergence of our method is slightly inferior to the
2-opt and the 3-opt, which is probably due to the reason
as we discussed in Sect. IV-B. However, we find that we
use our proposed method as a component of refining other
approaches, the solutions obtained from existing methods



Fig. 9. Statistics of solution quality (convergence).

can be further improved and the practical running time is
maintained at the original level. Fig. 10 demonstrates the
results from our method and a method hybridizing the 2-
opt, and a close observation reveals that the result from the
hybrid version is better (fewer crossed edges).

(a) (b)
Fig. 10. Solutions to a 400-node TSP. (a) our proposed method; (b) a
hybrid combining our method and the 2-opt.

Table I shows statistics of the solution improvement (num-
bers are costs). Four methods are evaluated: the 2-opt, a
hybrid of 2-opt and our method, the 3-opt, and a hybrid
of the 3-opt and our approach. Numbers in the last column
denote the improvement percentage on average. Keep in
mind that, the 2-opt, and particularly the 3-opt, perform
well in practice and are widely adopted. Existing important
evaluations reported that the suboptimal solutions from the
3-opt has a deviation of only ∼ 4% from the optimal
solution [8]. Thus, even a small percentage of improvement
is very challenging, and we have achieved an improvement
of ∼ 1.6% based on the 2-opt and ∼ 1% for the 3-opt.

Table II shows the running time of the hybrid methods,
from which we can observe that, in practice the hybrid
methods cost similar running time as the original 2/3-opt
algorithms. However, as shown above, the hybrid methods
outperform 2/3-opts for the solution quality.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented our initial research on TSP tour
improvement using a heuristic transformed from the primal-
based task allocation method. We exploit the adaptive k-swap
based swap loop searching procedure and take into account
the newly introduced TSP tour constraint, and show that the
new method consists of a feature equivalent to the adaptive
variant of the k-opt methodology. We have evaluated our
method by comparing with other popular anytime heuristics
from the perspective of both running time and solution
quality, and developed hybrid approaches that can further
improve the solutions computed from existing techniques.

TABLE I
STATISTICS OF SOLUTION QUALITY (COSTS)

Method 50 100 150 200 250 300 (%)

2-opt 12154 16559 20637 23082 26192 29003 0.000
2-opt+
ours 11899 16235 20188 22822 25733 28856 1.601

3-opt 11776 16113 20054 21551 25585 27618 0.000
3-opt+
ours 11654 15933 19856 21296 25359 27325 1.027

Note: 2-opt+ours means a hybrid method combining 2-opt and our
approach. Numbers in the top row denote matrix sizes. The last

column is the averaged improvement percentage, others are costs.
TABLE II

STATISTICS OF THE PRACTICAL RUNNING TIME (SECOND)

Method 50 100 150 200 250 300

2-opt 0.006 0.021 0.039 0.067 0.103 0.166

2-opt+
ours 0.076 0.165 0.31 0.67 1.42 1.83

3-opt 0.035 0.220 1.028 3.521 9.490 20.19

3-opt+
ours 0.119 0.276 1.190 3.711 9.642 22.03
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